
accessed from the corridor on either side. 

The new hall would have a large dual pitch

vaulted ceiling with 27 automatic Velux

rooflights positioned centrally on each pitch,

providing light and shadow projections on to the

engineered timber flooring – a contemporary

interpretation of the existing church

construction. A circular window with a cross

design to match the existing window within 

the lobby would be incorporated into the 

large gable wall. External walls would be

finished with a facing buff brick to match the

existing with a standard staggered quoin detail

on all corners and a Staffordshire Blue plinth at

the base of the walls. The roof would be

finished in dark slate to match the church roof,

with all windows, Velux windows and external

doors finished in dark grey aluminium to match

the existing. 

Internally finishes were designed to

emphasise the light and shadow the rooflights

provided within the hall, with brilliant white

walls and ceilings and a light oak engineered

plank floor. The lobby area was designed and

finished to provide a flow into both the existing

church and the new hall. The flow into the

church was achieved by opening up the lobby

areas and with the inclusion of the double glass

doors into the church, while the flow into the

hall would be through the inclusion of the same

light oak engineered plank floor from the hall,

flowing into the lobby without interruption. >
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Principal Contractor for 
St Anne’s RC Church Hall

ATP were first engaged by the Diocese of

Brentwood to provide a feasibility study for a

new hall for additional meeting and

community facilities at St Anne’s Catholic

Church in early 2013. The existing buildings

included a main church hall with a steep

pitched roof and vaulted timber clad panel

ceiling with a central glazed roof light, with a

single storey link through to the presbytery and

other auxiliary rooms including servers’ and

servers’ sacristies. 

Our brief was to provide a cost effective,

modern and open space within the existing

lobby and auxiliary areas to the existing

church, and a striking but complementary and

cohesive building to form the new hall. 

The new development had to be integrated

within the existing site to create the space

required whilst still allowing considerable open

usable recreational areas. Importantly,

disruption to the church’s operations had to 

be kept to an absolute minimum throughout

the construction phase.

By taking the most striking features from the

existing buildings including the historic church

entrance portico to the main lobby and

reception areas and emphasising them within

the concept designs, ATP developed a scheme

that suited both the church’s vision for the

future and the practical functions that were

required of the building. Firstly the existing

lobby area was remodelled to provide a lighter

more open space by removing the WC, 

servers’ and servers’ sacristy rooms. New fully

glazed double doors were provided to the

church entrance from the lobby to offer

inclusiveness from outside of the church and

an office reception area was formed within the

lobby. The new hall would be accessed through

a ‘link’ corridor from the remodelled lobby,

with new male and female WCs and kitchen

facilities, servers’ and servers’ sacristy rooms

A NEW HALL At 
St ANNE’S CAtHoLiC CHuRCH

By taking the most striking features from the
existing buildings including the historic church

entrance portico to the main lobby and reception areas
and emphasising them within the concept designs, ATP
developed a scheme that suited both the church’s vision
for the future and the practical functions
that were required of the building.“
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Client:

Catholic Parish of

the Royal Docks

Architect:

AtP Architects +

Surveyors Limited

Quantity Surveyor:

AtP Architects +

Surveyors Limited

Main Contractor:

Ark Build Plc

Mechanical &

Electrical Contractor:

Ark MEP Plc

All doors would be light oak veneer to match

the floor.

Externally, the hexagonal paths were 

replaced and various soft planting and feature

areas were provided for photography 

features during ceremonies. New turf was 

laid to the lawns and red robin was planted 

to all perimeters. 

The building contract was awarded to Ark

Build Plc in May 2015. The mechanical and

electrical works were designed and installed by

Ark MEP Plc (a sister company to Ark Build Plc)

which allowed for a more collaborative

approach to the project delivery.

Throughout the project careful management

and co-ordination by the site team meant that

the church remained operational throughout

the entirety of the works. A decorated hoarding

was positioned within the lobby allowing access

through the works areas into the church while

internal partitions were removed, new partitions

constructed, mechanical and electrical

installations carried out and, more challenging,

the new engineered plank flooring was laid.

There were other site constraints during

construction, namely the discovery of a 1.5m

thick reinforced concrete slab covering two

thirds of the new hall building footprint. 

The concrete slab is believed to be part of an

historic shelter constructed in the 1940’s and

buried following the conclusion of WWII. 

Over 43 tonnes of reinforced concrete was

removed from site. Once the site was cleared

the building took shape smoothly and without

any delays. 

The project was completed in April 2016 

for a total build cost of £677K. The building 

has received high praise by those involved with

the church, including the parish priest, 

Fr. James Mackay. 

Throughout
the project

careful management
and co-ordination by
the site team meant
that the church
remained operational
throughout the
entirety of
the works.
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